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…offering group tours from New Hampshire!

2018 TOURS FROM CONCORD, NH
Featured Spring Tour

Featured SIGNATURE Tour

Pennsylvania Arts & Architecture ~ April 30-May 6

Ultimate Polar Bear Adventure ~ October 22-29

Architectural Masterpieces &
City Art ~ Featuring Frank Lloyd
Wright's Fallingwater & Kentuck
Knob, plus explore Pittsburgh's
incredible and diverse art scene.
$1429 PP DBL / $1929 Single

Join us for a once-in-a-lifetime
journey to the Polar Bear Capital
of the World! Visit Winnipeg and
Churchill, Manitoba on this unique
experience and see the “King of the
Arctic” in the wild! $6995 PP DBL

Featured Summer Tour

Featured FALL Tour

Halifax & the Royal Nova Scotia Tattoo ~ June 26-July 1

Veteran’s Day in Washington, DC ~ November 8-13

Experience Halifax and the
world’s largest annual indoor
show - music, military routines,
acrobatics, and dancing with
over 2,000 performers.
$1459 PP DBL / $1929 Single

Additional Multi-Night Tours

Spend Veterans Day in Our
Nation’s Capital. Spend six days
discovering our Nation’s most
iconic monuments in New York,
Philadelphia & Washington, DC.
$1695 PP DBL / $2595 Single

Additional Day & 1-Night Tours

Southern Coastal Discovery - $3195 pp dbl ** Sold out, waitlist only
March 14-25 ~ Southern Charm & Low Country Living

On Your Feet! in Boston - $ 239 pp ** Sold out, waitlist only
April 28 - ~ The Inspiring True Story of Gloria and Emilio Estefan

A Taste of Providence & the Celtic Woman - $699 pp dbl /$869 Single
April 7-9 ~ Fine Dining, Cultural Landmarks, Art & Shopping

Blue Man Group in Boston - $189 pp
June 10 ~ A Spectacular Blend of Music, Technology & Comedy

Pennsylvania Dutch Country - $859 pp dbl ** Sold out, waitlist only
April 15-18 ~ Discover Hidden Gems in the Amish Countryside

Tanglewood & the Berkshires - $469 pp dbl / $559 single
July 8-9 ~ See a show at the famed summer home of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra.

Ottawa Tulip Festival - $839 pp dbl ** Sold out, waitlist only
May 15-18 & 20-23 ~ See millions of tulips in bloom!
Martha's Vineyard Getaway - $659 pp dbl ** Sold out, waitlist only
May 28-30 ~ Stay in Edgartown and tour the whole island!
Canadian Maritimes - $2995 pp dbl ** Sold out, waitlist only
Aug 23-Sept 3 ~ Discover Stunning Natural Beauty & Rich History
Plymouth, Salem & the Cape Cod Canal - $669 pp dbl / $799 single
Sept 30-Oct 2 ~ Scenery, History and a Little Mystery
Chateau Montebello - $769 pp dbl / $989 single
Oct 16-18 ~ Relax in Rustic Elegance on this unique retreat!

An American in Paris at the Ogunquit Playhouse - $179 pp
July 12 ~ A Musical Guaranteed to Sweep You Off Your Feet!
Boston Revolutionary History - $439 pp dbl / $529 single
September 9-10 ~ Visit the “Cradle of Liberty” and discover the rich
history of the American Revolution

ADDITIONAL FALL & HOLIDAY TOURS
Coming Soon!

CONTACT US: 603-348-7141 ~ info@terrapintours.com Terrapintours.com ~ Register online!
See photos, read reviews and stay up to date – Facebook.com/terrapintours

WHY CHOOSE TERRAPIN TOURS?

Quality & Value. We may not be the least expensive, because that isn’t our goal. Our goal is to create the best tour that we can at a fair price.
Extra meals; quality hotels in central locations; the right mix of free time and planned activities; a friendly, professional Tour Director on all tours;
luxury motor coaches and courteous, professional drivers from Lamoille Valley Transportation.

o
o
o
o
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Safety and comfort are a priority! We partner with Lamoille Valley Transportation to provide new, clean luxury motor coaches and
courteous, professional drivers. We will only use companies that have the highest standards and top USDOT Safety ratings. This is an
area where other companies may be willing to cut costs, but we will not.
We use quality hotels in safe areas. If we are traveling all the way to Savannah, Nashville or Mackinac Island, we are most definitely
going to stay in a landmark, high quality, centrally located hotel. We are not going to skimp on cost and stay in a hotel miles away from
the action! And we certainly aren't going to use low cost hotels in questionable areas... ever.
Our itineraries focus on an equal share of planned activities and free time that allows travelers to meet new friends while having the
flexibility to explore on their own. Old school bus tours are out! See below for more on this philosophy.
Friendly, professional Tour Directors on every trip - this is not a tour led by the driver or by a volunteer - we have a knowledgeable,
professional tour director on every trip. We are here to make sure that you feel safe , that you have information about the destinations
you are visiting, provide assistance with planning your free time and have an emergency contact at all times.
Limited Tour Size! We never fill every seat on the bus, we think that it is better to have a little extra room – especially on the longer tours.
If you have ever been on trips where every single seat is taken, you know that it can be uncomfortable.
o 3-7 Day trips – Maximum of 46 people per tour
o 8+ Day trips – Maximum of 40 people per tour
o 12+ Day trips – Maximum of 36 people per tour

BECAUSE IT’S FUN!
Join us as we travel together in a relaxed, fun atmosphere. Our goal is to create an atmosphere where everyone can enjoy the journey and take the
time to "stop and smell the roses" along the way. Our itineraries focus on an equal share of planned activities and free time that allows travelers to
meet new friends while having the flexibility to explore on their own.
WHY YOU SHOULD HOP ON THE BUS!
Let’s face it - there is a pre-conceived notion about what it means to go on a bus tour. Those who haven’t been on a tour (or have been on a bad
one) envision being dragged from one attraction to another in a herded mass, trapped on a bus with a bunch of grumpy people, and being kept on
a strict time schedule with limited, if any, free time each day. Terrapin Tours is doing everything possible to change how bus tours are perceived
and how they operate.
IT’S A NEW AGE! What makes our tours different? We realize that today’s seniors are different than past generations and understanding that
difference is helping Terrapin Tours cater to the new group traveler. Today’s seniors are more active, more adventurous, and are savvier when it
comes to travel. We know that traveling is a great way to stay active and to continue learning later in life – there are so many benefits of traveling
and there is no reason to stop just because you no longer drive or want to travel on your own. Going on a group tour is a great solution, but that
shouldn’t mean being treated like you can’t spend an hour on your own or that you are unable to make decisions for yourself.
LESS HO-HUM, MORE FUN! At Terrapin Tours, we like to have fun and we are on a mission to demolish the pre-conceived notion of the dreaded
bus tour. From years of traveling on tours as a passenger and leading my own tours, I have learned that if everyone is on the same mission to have
fun on a tour, nothing is going to stop them. You can’t control the weather and you can’t control traffic - and sometimes even the best plans don’t
pan out as expected – which means that things don’t always go as planned. As the saying goes “If life hands you lemons, make lemonade”… well,
we feel like having the right attitude equates to bringing a cup of sugar to sweeten up the lemonade! After all, life is an adventure so let’s have fun
while we are on the journey.
Need more reasons? Contact us for more information - we're here to answer your questions and make sure that you have all the information you
need to feel confident in your decision to Hop on the Bus with Terrapin Tours!
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